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At the same time, the power of destroying everything is surging in Ye Chen's body. He feels the powerful 

power of sacrificing Qi and blood. Ye Chen has endless killing intention in his eyes. 

 

"Destroy the sky, roar the dragon!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly opened his mouth, shaking the sky, shaking the world of the Dragon sound roaring 

out. 

 

The storm that destroyed the sky and the earth rose, and the unstoppable waves spread and collided 

with the torrent of the sword. 

 

"Boom 

 

Between heaven and earth, the terrible impact swept the four sides, countless pieces of long knives 

spattered everywhere, penetrating the earth. 

 

The power of the Dragon chant was so terrible that it almost exterminated everything. The long sword 

and torrent could not resist it and burst into pieces. 

 

The swordsmen all over the mountains and fields were also swept by the storm and the Dragon chant. 

All their bodies were blown up and turned into broken blades and shot at all directions. 

 

Ye Chen's body is as thin as firewood. Looking at the Dragon chant and the storm, he drags all the 

swordsmen's feet, and struggles to walk toward the top of the mountain. 

 

In a short distance, ye Chen tried his best to climb the mountain. 



 

At the moment of climbing the mountain top, the swordsmen all over the mountain suddenly scattered 

themselves and fell into long swords one after another. 

 

Aware of this scene, ye Chen seems to have let out the last trace of strength, directly fell on the ground. 

 

The imprint of life is suspended in front of you, but ye Chen seems to be unable to get up again. It is 

futile for ye Chen to stretch out his arm to grasp the life mark. 

 

"Ah 

 

The whole body muscle ache, the skeleton spreads the unbearable broken sound, the leaf Chen stares at 

the life mark, sends out the unwilling roar. 

 

The mark of life is in front of you, but ye Chen can't lift a trace of strength. His Qi and blood have been 

exhausted and his life is about to fall. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen noticed that the blood in his body was surging up, and a mighty power swept 

through all parts of the body. 

 

In an instant, ye Chen regained his new life, stood up from the ground, and then grasped the life mark in 

front of him. 

 

"Wow 

 

Ye Chen was surprised to find that the endless vitality flowed into his body along the mark of life. 

 

The exhausted Qi and blood were restored rapidly, the broken bones were healed in an instant, ye Chen 

felt refreshed, and the essence and spirit reached the peak in an instant. 

 

Even ye Chen's physical strength soared at this moment. The ordeal of shangdaoshan tempered his flesh 

and made him more powerful. 



 

For a moment, ye Chen roared up to the sky, and his invincible momentum broke out, sweeping all 

directions and frightening the heaven and earth. 

 

In the secret place, an illusory figure gazes at Ye Chen, silent. 

 

At the moment, after winning the first life mark, ye Chen already has the next life mark in his mind. 

 

Not far away, a dark hole like an abyss, the bottom of which is where the second mark of life lies. 

 

"Go up daoshan mountain and go down to the sea of fire..." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, and he could detect the burning waves in the abyss, as if he could burn 

all things out. It was extremely terrible. 

 

Take a deep breath, ye Chen does not hesitate to jump down from the top of the mountain. In mid air, 

ye Chen's body shape is like a shell falling at a high speed, making a series of shocks in the void. 

 

"Boom 

 

Ye Chen falls on the ground, and the violent force directly smashes the earth into a big pit. Ye Chen 

stands up from the pit, but suddenly feels surprised, and there is a howling wind around. 

 

The wind mixed with boundless cold, suddenly is endless snow filled the world. 

 

The fierce storm and snow hit, cold as a knife, blooming a road of cold, have toward Ye Chen swept. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly, but his body was shocked, and the golden mang was 

shining. 

 



"Xuanyan! Come out 

 

Ye Chen murmured, and his Qi and blood were boiling and burning at this moment. On the surface of his 

body, he turned into a raging fire, which roared through the sky and melted the cold light one after 

another. 

 

Facing the wild snowstorm, ye Chen's body is like electricity, walking like a supreme fire which has 

existed since the beginning of the opening up of heaven and earth, roaring into the abyss. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

Innumerable wind and snow are burning and melting sound in the ear, ye Chen's eyes are cold, dead 

lock in front. 

 

At this time, the world between the mighty wind and snow began to gather, a towering giant suddenly 

appeared in front of Ye Chen. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

The giant uttered a thunderous roar, and without saying a word, it was a blow. 

 

On the giant's fist, the wind and snow turned into ice crystals, forming a series of frost sharp blades, 

which pierced the void along the way. 

 

In the face of this fist, ye Chen's eyes flashed with disdain. The Qi and blood in his body burned more 

violently, and the raging fire that covered his body suddenly rushed to his fist. 

 

"Mintian crazy fist!" 

 

Ye Chen drinks in the mouth, the endless fire accompanies this one fist, thunders to the giant. 

 



In an instant, the fierce fire collided with the frost blade, and the blades melted one after another, and 

then the giant's fist was smashed. Then ye Chen, like a fine awn, instantly penetrated the giant's body 

and appeared behind him."Bang!" 

 

The giant fell facing the earth, and his huge body fell on the ground. All of a sudden, the giant fell into 

pieces and splashed everywhere. 

 

And ye Chen has already gazed ahead at the moment, and the abyss with the second life mark is at the 

foot. 

 

Looking at the burning flames in the abyss, it seems that there are still lava surging in it. The mighty heat 

wave is invading and ye Chen's eyes are slightly narrowed. 

 

The next moment, ye Chen did not hesitate to jump into the abyss. 

 

"Boom 

 

The roar of fire resounded in his ears. Ye Chen felt the violent heat wave around him, and then fell into 

the boundless magma. 

 

This magma is too hot, let Ye Chen feel restless all over the body, as if all the viscera are about to rise a 

flame, skin is a burst of burning pain. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen also sensed the location of the second life mark, in this boundless, like the 

sea of magma deep. 

 

Although the mark of life is far away, ye Chen can easily get close to it, but he knows that the test of the 

second level is not so simple. 

 

At this time, there were waves and waves in the magma, and then a fierce beast with red body, scarlet 

eyes and blood, was born in the magma. 

 



"Bang!" 

 

As soon as the fierce beast appeared, he fixed his eyes on Ye Chen and rushed forward without 

hesitation. His sharp edge was incomparable, and he grabbed Ye Chen with the claws of the flame. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

Seeing this, ye Chen didn't hesitate to cut it out with a sword. 

 

The sword slants to the sky, instantly pierces the body of the fierce beast and cuts it into two pieces. 

Together with a dozen fierce beasts behind it, it also falls. 

 

However, at this moment, in the boundless lava ocean, fierce beasts are also surging out, and in a flash, 

they fill the whole lava sea, blocking Ye Chen's way forward and backward completely. 

 

"You annoying people." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed, and he knew that it was not so easy to get the second life mark. 

Chapter 4222 

 

 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's body has a trace of cold, overflowing and scattering, and the Sha sword in his 

hand is attached with a layer of ice crystal. 

 

"Frost, sword, freezing the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen is indifferent and murmurs in his heart. The meaning of the cold frost sword is an 

understanding of kendo, which is not illegal, so it can be used. 

 



"Hiss!" 

 

Ye Chen stabs out a sword. In this boundless sea of lava, the cold light of freezing everything sweeps 

across the sea, freezing the sea of lava. 

 

I don't know how many ferocious beasts turn into ice crystals at this moment, and then they are collided 

by the following fierce beasts and turn into endless residues. 

 

With the intention of frost sword, ye Chen killed all directions. He was like an invincible God of war in 

the lava sea. He killed countless fierce beasts and quickly approached the second mark of life. 

 

At this moment, the ferocious beasts can't stop Ye Chen's step at all. Seeing ye Chen getting closer and 

closer to the second mark of life, the lava sea erupts with violent breath. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

A huge beast, hundreds of times more than ordinary fierce beast, rushed out at this moment. 

 

The fierce beast was covered with red lines, and the wings behind it were waving, which set off an 

endless hot wind. All ordinary fierce beasts blocking its way were crushed and wiped out. 

 

In the face of Ye Chen, the giant fierce beast opened its mouth without hesitation and suddenly 

vomited. 

 

"Boom 

 

At this moment, the endless lava converges to its mouth, and finally turns into a towering fireball, which 

suddenly hits Ye Chen. 

 

Giant beasts appear, a face-to-face is a towering fireball spit out, towards Ye Chen rolling. 

 



Seeing this, ye Chen is furious in the eyes of killing. Without hesitation, he raises the evil sword and 

suddenly stabs it out. 

 

"Cold frost sword meaning, frost congeals the world!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart roared, the cold light poured out, and the waves of frozen days spread. 

 

The whole sea of lava seemed to freeze at this moment, and the fiery ball turned into ice crystal in an 

instant and broke up. 

 

And ye Chen's body shape has burst out. He is carrying a Sha sword, and his whole body is murderous. 

He rushes into the night, stirring up the lava sea. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

Ye Chen leaps up high, and his sword lights up a startling cold light. At this moment, ye Chen seems to 

incarnate the ancient sword God, to kill evil animals and kill all living beings! 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

The evil sword suddenly pierced the body of the huge beast, and the cold light and sword spirit filled the 

beast's body. The next moment, endless cold light rushed out from every corner of the beast's body. 

 

"Boom 

 

The giant beast's huge body suddenly exploded and turned into a fire. 

 

Ye Chen's hand shaking slightly holding the evil sword. In this lava sea, there are endless fierce beasts. 

The endless fighting makes Ye Chen unable to bear it. 

 

"Hoo..." 



 

Ye Chen just breathed a sigh of relief when he killed the giant fierce beast. However, he found that the 

violent fluctuation just like that just now reappeared, and then a head of giant fierce beast came from 

all directions. 

 

"And more!" 

 

Ye Chen's face changed slightly. This time, it was not one, but a dozen of giant fierce beasts. Moreover, 

the violent wave was still shaking. Obviously, there would be more giant fierce beasts. 

 

Aware of this, ye Chen turns directly into a cold light, penetrates an ordinary fierce beast, and rushes 

toward the second life mark. 

 

The endless battle has made Ye Chen consume a lot. If he fights with these giant beasts again, ye Chen is 

doomed to fall here. Therefore, he can't love to fight and must obtain the second life mark as soon as 

possible. 

 

Behind him, there is a huge fierce beast chasing after him. There are endless common fierce beasts in 

front of him. Ye Chen keeps waving his sword, which is like a fighting machine that won't feel tired, 

fighting wildly. 

 

At this moment, the distance from the second life mark is getting closer and closer, and ye Chen's body 

also has many wounds, blood flowing down, will ye Chen's clothes are soaked in a scarlet. 

 

In order to get close to the second life mark, ye Chen has been desperate, and now he finally comes to 

the second life mark. 

 

"Right in front of you!" 

 

Ye Chen draws a radian around the corner of his mouth. The next moment he reaches out of his hand 

and grabs directly to the mark of life. 

 

"Bang!" 



 

At this time, the giant fierce beast that pursues to kill unexpectedly arrives, suddenly one claw pats to Ye 

Chen. 

 

Ye Chen looks at the life mark near at hand, but he has no chance to hold it. The terrible force makes his 

viscera crack and his body directly falls out. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Ye Chen is rolling in the lava sea for some distance. Bearing the pain brought by the wound in his body, 

ye Chen stands up and takes a look. However, dozens of giant animals have surrounded the second life 

mark, and scarlet eyes are staring at themselves. 

 

"These animals!" 

 

Only one step away from the mark of life, ye Chen was interrupted by these monsters. How can ye Chen 

not be angry. 

 

At this moment, the earth shaking anger shakes the whole lava sea. The sword of frost is turbulent and 

violent, and ye Chen's body surface even condenses a frost armor. 

 

"You are all going to die!""The frost coagulates the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen holds the evil sword and suddenly wields it. The invincible sword intention of freezing the sky 

covers the whole lava sea, as if to freeze the boundless lava sea. 

 

Then, the endless cold light poured down, which directly froze the giant animals guarding the second life 

mark, and exploded at the next moment. 

 

"Bang!" 

 



The impact of the destruction of heaven and earth swept all directions, and the location of the mark of 

life instantly turned into a world of ice and snow, chilling and frightening. 

 

But ye Chen's body shape, already is all over the body wound startling, the blood drops everywhere, but 

he already regardless of everything, directly rushes into this ice and snow world, one grasps the life 

mark. 

 

"Wow 

 

Once again, vitality poured into the body like a storm, and ye Chen's exhausted body instantly regained 

its strength. Bursts of trembling sound came out of all his limbs, as if he were groaning in celebration. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen's physical strength has also been strengthened. 

 

When he clenched his fist slightly, ye Chen felt as if he had mastered the great power to smash the 

universe. Although this is only an illusion, it also proves how much he has improved. 

 

What's more important is the tremendous vitality flowing through the body, which is the benefit 

brought by the imprint of life, and the result of Ye Chen's fearlessness of life and death and unyielding 

combat. 

 

This majestic vitality greatly enhances Ye Chen's vitality. The injuries that he was seriously injured or 

even fallen before can be easily recovered at this moment. 

 

"Hoo..." 

 

Ye Chen spits out a breath of turbid gas and looks at the lava and fierce animals all turning into 

nothingness and slowly disappearing, and the abyss in which he lives directly turns into an empty and 

dead hole. 

 

"The second life mark is here. Where is the third one?" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly. He had already broken through the sea of fire at the foot of the sword 

mountain. However, after he got the second mark of life, he did not get the hint of where the third mark 

was. This made him feel a little strange. 

 

was just as like as two peas appeared before him. The figure of the leaf was almost identical to that of 

Ye Chen. 

 

"This..." 
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Ye Chen's pupil shrinks, and the other party is obviously a replica of himself. The only difference 

between the two is that a life mark on each other's forehead is slowly emitting a magnificent vitality. 

 

"I am the third test, your mirror image." 

 

The other side looks at Ye Chen, the face is indifferent to open a mouth to say, he slowly raised the long 

sword in the hand, unexpectedly also be evil sword. 

 

"Mirror image?" 

 

Ye Chen stares at his mirror image and squints slightly. He can feel the powerful aura in the other party's 

body. It seems that the other party does not have the restriction that he can only use his physical 

strength. 

 

"Yes! If you kill me, you will get the third life mark and pass the test. If you die in my hand, I will live in 

this spiritual tablet world forever instead of you. " 

 

"It's up to you to decide whether to live or die!" 

 



The mirror image said, then no longer words, but the murderous spirit of the night, violent hands, Sha 

sword lit up a startling cold light, the power of violent destruction pierced through. 

 

"There is no limit to it!" 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen's pupil shrinks. He is proficient in the divinity of destruction, and is well aware 

of the terrible power of destruction. He hastens to meet him with a sword. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Ye Chen's body suddenly flies upside down, smashing on the cliff of the abyss, and the whole rock wall is 

broken, showing a spider web like fine lines. 

 

"Cough." 

 

The Qi and blood in the body surges, and ye Chen looks at his mirror image in horror. The other party 

has all his own strength and is not restricted by the rules. How can we fight? 

 

When ye Chen is shocked that the mirror image has all its own strength, the mirror image has not 

hesitated to rush up again. 

 

"Tianlong eight gods sound!" 

 

The majestic air flow of Hongmeng turns, the notes of Hongmeng are swept out, and the dragons roar 

and kill. 

 

Ye Chen sees the appearance, the complexion is more and more dignified, the evil sword cold sense 

surges, deceives the body. 

 

"Bang bang bang!" 

 



Ye Chen collides with dragons, chopping the notes. 

 

At this moment, the mirror image has exploded with Sha sword. The power of the spirit and the power 

of destruction are blended together, and the sword is shining with astonishing cold light. 

 

"Soul killing sword!" 

 

The mirror image roars, a sword stabs, through the ages, breaks the sky. 

 

The sword of killing soul and killing heart is a sword move that ye Chen understood. He knew the horror 

of this sword most clearly. However, his face changed greatly at the moment. 

 

Want to dodge, but ye Chen has been entangled by dragon after dragon, can not escape at all, and he 

can only use the physical strength, at the moment can not help being stretched. 

 

At the critical moment, ye Chen cuts out his sword and collides with the mirror image. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Ye Chen vomited blood and flew out again, falling on the earth, his body cracked and his blood was 

dripping. 

 

The terrible power of the spirit and the power of destruction collide in the body, to wear away Ye Chen's 

spirit and body. 

 

Majestic flow of vitality, crazy against this force, ye Chen spit blood, but still with a strong vitality from 

the ground to stand up. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen has found the clue. Although the mirror power is powerful and can use all his 

means, his power is limited and can not be supplemented at all. 

 



Mirror image just used a lot of means, at the moment the body power has consumed a lot, this let Ye 

Chen see a ray of life. 

 

Hard against hard, ye Chen absolutely can not rely on pure physical strength to defeat the mirror image 

with all his means. 

 

Only a protracted war, relying on his strong vitality, will be the mirror image exhausted power, this is the 

moment for ye Chen to counterattack. 

 

"Come again!" 

 

Ye chenmeng stood up from the ground, looked at the mirror image of the awe inspiring idea of killing, 

and roared fearlessly. 

 

"Good." 

 

Looking at the blood dripping Ye Chen, the mirror face is indifferent, eyes without a trace of emotional 

fluctuations. 

 

In the final analysis, he is just a mirror image of Ye Chen. He does not have the ability to think. He is just 

instinctive. The meaning of existence drives him. 

 

At this moment, the mirror shot again, a magic technique swept out, constantly attacking Ye Chen. 

 

In the face of this terrible attack, ye Chen gnaws his teeth and crazily wields his sword to resist. These 

are all his most familiar means. If he wants to resist, it will be easier, or he may have fallen at the 

moment. 

 

Gradually, the scars on Ye Chen's body are more and more serious. 

 

As long as the body's vitality is still strong, as long as the leaves of Yichen are still strong, they can not 

recover the vitality of Yichen. 



 

Ye Chen and mirror image fall into a fierce battle, and the power of mirror image is also rapidly 

consumed. 

 

Even the burning sky and the road seal appeared!! 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Ye Chen flies back and forth again, blood is everywhere, and the mirror image on the other side does not 

attack again, but stares at Ye Chen. 

 

Mirror seems to be aware of something. At the moment, the strength in his body is less than 30%. If he 

delays, he can only rely on physical strength and ye Chen."Come again." 

 

Ye Chen's mouth corners hook up a sharp arc, difficult to stand up from the ground, looking at the 

mirror image, sneering and saying. 

 

This time, however, the mirror image did not listen to Ye Chen's words. Instead, the palm turned and the 

falling dust and dragon sword appeared in the hand. 

 

"Not good!" 

 

Ye Chen's pupil shrinks, realizes what mirror image wants to do and rushes to him immediately. 

 

"Come and fight me!" 

 

Ye Chen gulps in his mouth. 

 

The mirror image immediately moves, but it doesn't rush to Ye Chen, but retreats back and opens a 

distance with Ye Chen. 

 



At the same time, above the sky, three rounds of blood moon rose, sweeping down the vast blood 

moonlight, endless pressure shrouded the sky. 

 

The power of the blood moon frightens the sky, and the endless blood moonlight is sprinkled on the 

mirror image, gathering and falling dust on the dragon sword. 

 

A chilling blood moon sword light up and mirror the sword. The sword breaks everything and smashes 

the void. It seems that it crosses the ages, penetrates the universe and kills Ye Chen. 

 

"The blood moon slays the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes vibrate. He didn't expect that the mirror image would be aware of the clue before the 

power was about to be exhausted. He used this extremely powerful sword and let Ye Chen fall into the 

situation of dying for life. 

 

In the face of this sword, ye Chen felt an unprecedented sense of crisis, and even made his mouth dry 

and cold. 

 

"I must block this sword. To stop this sword is to regain vitality and surpass myself." 

 

In Ye Chen's eyes, endless fighting spirit breaks out, and his body surface suddenly lights up with golden 

lines, which bloom with golden light, reflecting the four sides. 

 

In Ye Chen's body, Qi and blood rush to flow, and a roaring sound comes out. Endless great power 

erupts. Ye Chen holds the Sha sword and suddenly cuts it out. 

 

"I am the Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

Ye Chen roars in his heart, so that the sun and the moon overturn, and the terrible power of the 

mountains and rivers is swept up, as if to suppress the eternal majestic sword. 

 



At this moment, the two swords collide, and the impact of destroying heaven and earth sweeps across 

all directions. Ye Chen's body suddenly flies backward and hits the rock wall. 
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Then, a bloody moon sword pierced through everything, cut through Ye Chen's full swing of the sword, 

and in an instant, cut in Ye Chen's body. 

 

"Ah 

 

Ye Chen roars, and his body is almost cut off by the sword of blood moon. The irresistible force of blood 

moon is still drilling into the meridians to destroy everything in him. 

 

Between life and death, ye Chen's body suddenly emerged reincarnation of Qi and blood, circulation of 

reincarnation blood, endless vitality burst out, ye Chen's injury was quickly healed. 

 

However, at this moment, the mirror image does not intend to give ye Chen any chance to live, and 

directly carries the Sha sword to explode and kill. 

 

"You want to die!" 

 

Seeing that the mirror image is so cruel, ye Chen's killing intention is furious. The mirror image has used 

up all his strength by using the blood moon to kill the sky. Now he is facing the physical confrontation, 

he is not afraid of the mirror image. 

 

"Kill me!" 

 

Ye Chen's wound has not yet recovered, he waves the Sha sword, and the bleeding wound directly faces 

the mirror image. 

 

"Hiss!" 



 

Ye Chen's sword runs through the mirror image's body, and he is also pierced by the mirror image's 

sword. 

 

However, both of them have terrible vitality. The wound of the sword is not affected at all. The two 

people are like crazy collision, and the evil sword draws blood light. 

 

The blood sprinkles everywhere, whose blood is splashed between heaven and earth at this moment, 

has long been indistinguishable. 

 

Ye Chen and mirror image have fallen into a frenzied battle. What they fight for is who has stronger 

vitality and who falls first! 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

Ye Chen holds the Sha sword and suddenly penetrates the mirror image's throat, and his mouth is 

bleeding. His heart is pierced by mirror image. 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

At this moment, ye Chen's face was ferocious. He suddenly picked up his sword and cut off the neck of 

the mirror image. He saw the head of the mirror fly high and then fell to the ground from the air. 

 

"Poop." 

 

The mirror image of headless body and head at the same time fell to the ground, and ye Chen also fell. 

 

The mirror image is killed by Ye Chen, but ye Chen's heart is also smashed by the mirror image sword. 

There is also the last trace of power that the mirror image urges before he dies. The destructive power 

exerted by him is destroying Ye Chen's vitality and making him unable to recover. 

 

"Poof!" 



 

Ye Chen's mouth is constantly overflowing with blood. No matter how strong the vitality is, ye Chen also 

feels cold hands and feet, and death is getting closer. 

 

"No, I can't die with him!" 

 

Ye Chen roars, he is unwilling, he wants to stand up, he also wants to fight for his own goal! 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen saw the mirror image falling to the ground, his body and head were slowly 

disappearing, and in the place where the head dissipated, a mark of life was blooming with faint 

brilliance. 

 

"It's you!" 

 

At this moment, ye Chen, regardless of everything, exhausted the last strength of his whole body. At the 

moment when life completely disappeared, he suddenly put out his hand and firmly grasped the mark of 

life. 

 

"Wow 

 

The endless vitality turns into stormy waves again, and rushes into Ye Chen's body crazily. Ye Chen's 

broken heart instantly recovers, which is more powerful and vigorous than before, making the blood in 

his body more energetic. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen's heart rises a glimmer of enlightenment. In his body, there is a spiritual pulse. 

 

"All spirits pulse!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes trembled, and he could feel the effect of this divine vein. At the same time, ye Chen also 

saw that the spirit attached a layer of brilliance, which was eternal glory. 

 

"If the body is destroyed, it will not die!" 



 

Ye Chen's heart is full of admiration. His vitality is soaring, which makes him strong again. The fusion of 

the spirit pulse and the more powerful vitality can ensure that he will never die, and even if his body 

falls, he can be reborn. 

 

Just as ye Chen sighs, the world of this tablet of spirit also slowly shakes up. Then, a whirlpool of aura 

sweeps in, forming a door in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Seeing this, ye Chen stepped directly into the door and reappeared in the outside world. 

 

Ye Chen has completely mastered the spirit stele. His power increases again and appears in the outside 

world, even arousing visions. The sky becomes dark, and the whole kingdom of God is shocked by this. 

 

In front of Ye Chen, zining has thoroughly refined the samsara creation pill and absorbed all the 

strength. 

 

Seeing ye Chen at the moment, zining can't help showing an excited look, "Ye Chen, have you 

successfully mastered the spirit tablet?" 

 

"Of course." 

 

Ye Chen draws a radian around the corner of his mouth, feeling the power of vigorous circulation in his 

body, and is very satisfied in his heart. 

 

After that, ye Chen and Zi Ning and the women kept warm for a long time, and then took Xiao Huang to 

the sky and left the kingdom of God. 

 

Looking at the side to know that he won the beginning of the blood, excited abnormal Xiao Huang, ye 

Chen shakes his head and smiles. 

 

Ye Chen decides to let Xiao Huang go to the beginning of refining the third drop of blood. After all, there 

is too much movement in the beginning of Xiaohuang's blood refining, which may attract the peep of 

countless powerful people in other places. 



 

Even, they will let xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian realize that they will not allow Shuangtong's nightmare 

to reappear. They will certainly obstruct it at all costs. Ye Chen will not allow such a thing to happen.The 

eternal evil land is completely controlled by the Eternal Clan. The eternal king can help Xiao Huang to 

refine the beginning of blood. 

 

Ye Chen and Xiao Huang hide their bodies and fly away for several days. Finally, they return to foreign 

countries and go directly to the eternal evil place. 

 

At this moment, in the eternal ferocity, ye Chen returns with Xiao Huang, and the eternal king can't help 

but smile. 

 

"You didn't disappoint me. You got the beginning of blood." 

 

The eternal King picked up the wine pot and poured it happily. Ye Chen and Xiao Huang stepped into the 

fierce place even when they saw the waves coming from the void. 

 

"Master 

 

"Big brother!" 

 

Seeing ye Chen come back, Yan Kun and Xuelong are excited to meet him. When he sees Xiao Huang, 

they are also a burst of greetings. 

 

But Xiaohuang looks at Yan Kun and Xuelong, but is surprised to find that his strength is much worse 

than these two people. 

 

Once upon a time, he and Yan Kun blood dragon were standing on the same level of existence, but now 

they are so weak. Although Xiao Huang can not see anything on the surface, he is extremely lost in his 

heart. 

 

"I'm holding back my master." 



 

Xiao Huang thought sadly in his heart. He thought he was still the powerful help of Ye Chen, but now he 

found that he seemed to be unable to help. 

 

At this time, ye Chen has in front of all of them, the beginning of the forbidden blood. 

 

At this moment, Xiao Huang's eyes suddenly focus on the beginning of the blood vessel. Even though the 

beginning of the blood vessel has been completely banned, and no breath has been revealed, Xiaohuang 

still feels the desire from the heart, and he wants to swallow up the beginning of the blood vessel. 

 

It was as if the beginning of this blood was originally a part of his body and the most important thing to 

him. After losing it for so long, he met again and only wanted to be completely integrated and never 

separated again. 

 

"Master." 

 

Xiao Huang looks up and looks at Ye Chen eagerly. 

 

"Don't worry, it's yours." 

 

Seeing this, ye Chen can't help smiling and caressing Xiaohuang's head. The aura in Ye Chen's body 

vibrates, and all the blocking force of the package at the beginning of the blood vessel is dissipated. 

Chapter 4225 

 

 

 

"Hum!" 

 

For a time, the whole eternal fierce land was covered by the magnificent and powerful ferocious power. 

Countless fierce beasts in the eternal fierce land cried out, which was too terrible. Even if the fierce 

beasts here were unyielding, they were hard to resist the pressure. 

 



What's more, there is a strong archaic flavor sweeping, which belongs to the power of double pupil 

nightmare, which makes all the heaven and earth feel the power of fear! 

 

At this moment, Xiao Huang's eyes bloom with essence. He stares at the beginning of the blood vessel, 

and a trace of enlightenment rises in his heart. He wants to become stronger and catch up with Yankun 

blood dragon. The beginning of blood vessel is his opportunity. 

 

As long as the beginning of refining the blood vessels thoroughly, Xiaohuang will become the invincible 

majesty that reappears the nightmare of ancient double pupils, and once again become the existence 

that makes all the world feel terrible! 

 

"Xiaohuang, the beginning of swallowing blood." 

 

Ye Chen's face is solemn, and directly throws the beginning of blood vessels to Xiaohuang. 

 

"Good!" 

 

Small yellow eye dew excited color, did not hesitate to respond to the voice called, and then opened a 

big mouth, the beginning of the blood vessels one swallow. 

 

"Boom 

 

For a moment, the mighty archaic breath burst out of the corpus luteum, and the endless ferocity broke 

out completely. The whole world was swept by this terrible force, as if to be suppressed forever. 

 

The beginning of Xiaohuang's swallowing blood vessels caused the vision of heaven and earth, which 

was magnificent and terrible, and even changed the color of the sky. 

 

Archaic breath, suppress the existence of the sky, double pupil nightmare illusion in this moment even 

appeared between heaven and earth. 

 



The supreme majesty, eternal invincible power, the red and blue colors will render the heaven and 

earth, double pupil nightmare overlooking the heaven and earth, showing endless hegemony. 

 

This moment, as if the end of the day, this terrible power let all things panic, between heaven and earth, 

a radius of thousands of miles, the whole eternal ferocity, all the forces are rushing to the small hornet. 

 

Evil Qi, dead gas, aura All the forces are coming, pouring into Xiao Huang's body. 

 

"Ah 

 

This boundless power is too powerful, ye Chen and Xuelong all change color one after another, and Xiao 

Huang even sends out a startling wail. His body is torn by this force, and his blood is dripping into the 

sky. 

 

Xiao Huang's pain is rolling in the sky. It seems that the power is going to burst him completely and tear 

him apart directly. 

 

But the strong will, want to catch up with Ye Chen's pace, clear the obstacles for ye Chen, do ye Chen's 

right-hand belief to support Xiao Huang, let him bite teeth to death. 

 

Endless power is still pouring into Xiaohuang, and the whole territory will be shocked by this terrible 

vision. 

 

Even if it is the eternal fierce land, it can not cover the vast wave, the eternal King's face changes 

slightly. 

 

"Eternal cover sky array!" 

 

The eternal king suddenly slapped his chest, and he spat out a mouthful of blood, which turned into 

pure blood light in the sky, which outlined the lines of runes. 

 



For a while, these runes converged between heaven and earth, and even condensed into a huge array 

that covered the sky and the sun. The array overflowed with eternal breath and shrouded the whole 

eternal evil land in an instant. 

 

At this moment, the eternal fierce land turned slowly. On the earth, a series of gullies rose and turned 

into a round array disk. The brilliance of the array runes echoed with the runes on the sky, and endless 

great power suppressed the four sides. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen's face changed slightly. He knew that the eternal king had paid a great price 

for this array. 

 

"Forever old..." 

 

Ye chenmu shows gratitude and looks at the eternal king. 

 

"No harm." 

 

The eternal King waved his hand indifferently and wiped the blood from the corners of his mouth, but 

his eyes looked at the sky. 

 

The power of the eternal sky covering array breaks out, and the slowly rotating array disk on the earth 

blooms with the rune on the sky. The vast eternal breath covers the heaven and earth. For a time, the 

eternal ferocity seems to disappear from the heaven and earth, becoming unstable and unable to 

capture at all. 

 

"It's safe." 

 

The eternal King nodded and said with satisfaction. 

 

At this moment, xuanjiyue, who is closing the Imperial Palace, suddenly looks into the distance. 

 

"Damn it, that drop of blood is beginning to merge!" 



 

Xuanjiyue's eyes vibrated, and there was a trace of her breath at the beginning of her blood vessels. She 

could be keenly aware that the beginning of three drops of blood was merging. 

 

When the three drops of blood are fully integrated, the nightmare of the double pupils will awaken, and 

then the hatred of the past will surely come. 

 

"No way!" 

 

Xuanjiyue's eyes are cold and her killing intention is fierce. This time, her killing intention is more terrible 

than ever. She absolutely does not allow Shuangtong's nightmare to wake up completely. 

 

Xuanjiyue's hands turned, and a broken array plate appeared in her hand. The array plate looked 

dilapidated and very old. It looked like a broken stone plate, but Xuan Jiyue knew that the array plate 

was extraordinary. 

 

A flash of firmness flashed in her eyes, and xuanjiyue cautiously grasped the array plate, and her figure 

suddenly disappeared in the next moment. 

 

"The emperor interprets heaven." 

 

Xuanjiyue appeared again, but it was already above the palace of emperor yuan. She looked down coldly 

and called out the name of emperor Shitian."Boom 

 

Strange waves emerge, the mighty power explodes in the sky, and the male and female emperor Shitian 

appears not far from Xuanji moon. 

 

"What have you come to me for?" 

 

Emperor Shitian said coldly, but his eyes locked on the broken array plate in xuanjiyue's hands, and her 

pupils shrank. 

 



"This is..." 

 

"That's right. This is the sky breaking all souls array!" 

 

Xuanjiyue, aware of the emperor's eyes, spoke haughtily. 

 

"Sure enough, the incomplete holy thing is in your hands." 

 

Emperor Shitian slowly shakes his head, and a touch of solemnity appears in his eyes. 

 

"Tell me, what's the matter that made you even take out the broken sky all souls array?" 

 

It was clear to the emperor that if there were ordinary problems, it was not worth using the ancient 

sacred objects. Even if it was incomplete, it was extremely terrible. 

 

"I can detect that the beginning of the three drops of blood in the double pupil nightmare is merging, 

and you should be very clear about the consequences after the three drops of blood are completely 

integrated." 

 

"That double pupil nightmare?" 

 

In the eyes of the emperor Shi Tian, his intention to kill is also rampant, staring at Xuan Jiyue. 

 

"Do you want to find the fusion place of the beginning of the three drops of blood with the help of the 

broken sky all souls array?" 

 

"That's right. I can't find out where the double pupil's nightmare is. I have to use this array of disks." 

 

Xuanjiyue nodded, "if it wasn't for my power, I couldn't urge the broken sky all spirit array, and I 

wouldn't look for you." 



 

"Ha ha, you and I have a common enemy. It's my duty to stop this nightmare from awakening." 

 

The emperor Shitian smiles strangely. 

 

"Don't talk nonsense, the beginning of blood fusion is about to be completed, leaving you and I don't 

have much time." 

 

Xuanjiyue shakes her head and points out at random that the space is broken and she steps into it 

directly. 

 

Seeing this, the emperor Shitian did not hesitate to keep up with him and urged the breaking heaven all 

souls array. This is not the case here. The wave caused by the broken sky all souls array will cause many 

people to spy on it. 

Chapter 4226 

 

 

 

At this moment, xuanjiyue and the emperor Shitian appear in a secret place. This is a space that 

xuanjiyue accidentally finds. It can cover the heaven and the earth. It is a good place to urge the 

breaking heaven and all souls array. 

 

Not long after, the array disk of the broken sky all souls array was suspended in the air, and the broken 

array disk slowly rotated, and nothing special could be seen. However, the eyes of xuanjiyue and 

Emperor Shitian became more and more cautious. 

 

"Let's go." 

 

Emperor Shi Tian looks at Xuanji moon and nods his head in awe. 

 

"Good." 

 



Xuanjiyue hears the speech and points out that the vast purple air sweeps across the array plate 

directly. 

 

For a moment, the array disk even dripped and turned, and then, a terrible divine power that had worn 

away the sky emerged. 

 

This array plate, even like a grinding plate that grinds the sky, contains a frightening force. The array 

plate directly swallows the purple Qi and then blooms with piercing brilliance. 

 

"Up 

 

Xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian drink at the same time. Behind them, an endless aura sweeps out, 

converging toward the array plate. 

 

In the face of this majestic aura, the array plate of the sky breaking myriad spirit array was not refused, 

and all were swallowed up. 

 

At the same time, the array plate also blooms with frightening brilliance. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

The heaven and earth broke at this moment, and the secret place appeared cracks and collapsed. 

 

At this moment, all the forces absorbed by the array plate poured out and turned into a column of light 

that startled the sky, and suddenly penetrated the small world and rushed to the outside world. 

 

"Where is it?" 

 

Xuanjiyue's eyes are deep. She follows the light column and catches a wave in the void. The sky breaking 

all souls array has found the place where the blood begins to merge. 

 



"There It seems to have something to do with the tribe once upon a time. It's always fierce? " 

 

Emperor Shitian also stood up coldly. He and xuanjiyue looked at each other. At the next moment, they 

pinched the formula with their fingers at the same time, and the blood essence came out. The two 

separated bodies appeared in front of them. 

 

The separation of the two people instantly understand their mission! 

 

The next second, two separate bodies, the murderous fury tears the void and rushes into it. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen and the eternal holy king, as well as the blood dragon Yankun, are all staring 

at the doomsday scene on the sky. They are not clear at all. They have been watched by xuanjiyue and 

Emperor Shitian. They are coming quickly, and ye Chen and others are in danger! 

 

Above the sky, the endless force is still towards the wasp, Huang's body has been stretched several 

times, he is almost to the limit. 

 

"Master, Xiao Huang, he..." 

 

The blood dragon looks at Xiao Huang anxiously and can't help but look at Ye Chen and says. 

 

"Don't worry, Xiao Huang will be able to survive." 

 

Ye Chen stares at Xiao Huang tightly and clenches his fist. 

 

At the moment, all of us are holding our breath and watching Xiao Huang's struggle with endless power. 

The beginning of blood contains endless power, even Xiao Huang can't bear it. 

 

People can only put confidence in Xiao Huang and cheer him on. No one can help. 

 



The combination of the beginning of blood and the awakening of the nightmare of Shuangtong are the 

tribulations that Xiaohuang must experience and can only survive on her own. 

 

If it is, Xiaohuang will be able to wake up as a nightmare with two pupils. If she fails, she will fall and 

disappear completely. 

 

All the forces between heaven and earth turned into an illusory image at this moment, which constantly 

penetrated into Xiao Huang's body and launched attacks on her. 

 

"Boom 

 

Seeing this illusion of destroying heaven and earth, ye Chen and others are shocked. The phantom even 

makes them feel difficult. How can Xiaohuang fight against it? 

 

At this time, people are aware that a terrible atmosphere of suppressing the heavens and controlling all 

things erupts from the corpus luteum. 

 

Xiao Huang's body is shaking several times as large as before, and her red and blue pupils are blooming 

at this moment. 

 

"The vanishing world!" 

 

Xiao Huang roars in her heart, and her red and blue pupils emit regular streamers. The ribbons 

interweave and blend in the sky, forming a vast and illusory world. 

 

"Hum!" 

 

In an instant, the illusory world enveloped all the illusions. The ferocious power of the double pupil 

nightmare broke out, the great power of the ancient world poured down, and the terrifying power of 

the whole world was crushed down. All the phantoms were crushed and turned into nutrients and 

swallowed up by Xiaohuang. 

 



On the small corpus luteum, lines of red and blue interweave emerge. His stretched body is slowly 

recovering, and the luster of his skin becomes transparent and pure. 

 

"Roar!" 

 

Little Huang Meng opened his mouth and sucked towards the endless force. He even swallowed all his 

brains into his stomach. 

 

"Master, wait for me!" 

 

Xiao Huang Meng looks at Ye Chen and shouts. 

 

The next moment, Xiaohuang's body emerged red and blue light, the flow of light, turned into a barrier, 

covering Xiaohuang. 

 

The breath of Xiaohuang is completely covered, and the brilliance finally condenses into a giant egg, 

suspended in the air, and full of vitality is beating vigorously in it.Countless Ancient Runes are encircled 

in the giant dome. 

 

This is similar to Xiao Huang's mutation at the beginning. Maybe it is a transformation ceremony of 

Shuangtong nightmare. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen's clenched fist finally loosened, his hands were covered with sweat, and his 

eyes showed a color of joy. 

 

"Well, I'll wait for you." 

 

Ye Chen whispered, beside the blood dragon and Yan Kun, also show a smile, exultant exultation, even 

yonglao also mention the wine pot to pour a mouthful. 

 

"Good job." 

 



The eternal holy King couldn't help exclamation, and then looked at Ye Chen and others: "before long, 

when the huge egg is broken, it will be Xiao Huang Yifei's soaring into the sky, completely awakened and 

become the return of the double pupil nightmare." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen heavily nodded, and then looked at the eternal King: "yonglao, I don't know how 

long Xiaohuang can completely wake up?" 

 

"It's not clear." 

 

The eternal King shook his head: "all this depends on Xiao Huang's nature. It can be as short as a few 

days, many years or even thousands of years. It's possible, but generally it doesn't take long. You just 

need to wait quietly and don't worry too much." 

 

After hearing the words, ye Chen no longer talks. Although the date of Xiaohuang's awakening and 

returning can not be determined, it can turn into a giant egg, which proves that Xiaohuang is destined to 

become a double pupil nightmare, which is enough. 

 

At this moment, everyone is immersed in joy, waiting for the day when Xiao Huang turns into a double 

pupil nightmare. 

 

At this time, the eternal king, who controls the land of eternal ferocity, suddenly frowns. He realizes 

something is wrong. 

 

"No, it's revealed!" 

 

The eternal king suddenly looks at Ye Chen and others. 

 

"What is revealed?" 

 

Ye Chen is surprised to see the eternal king, do not know each other in this happy moment, why 

suddenly said so. 

 



But in any case, the eternal king will not shoot at random, ye Chen is slightly dignified, I am afraid there 

is trouble to come. 

Chapter 4227 

 

 

 

"Those who peep at the beginning of blood have discovered where we are, and now they are on their 

way to eternity." 

 

The eternal King shook his head, and in the next moment his eyes flashed with endless hatred: "I sensed 

that it was Xuanji moon and Emperor Shitian." 

 

"Ah?" 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen and others are all shocked. Xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian come, and all of them 

are going to die. 

 

"How could they have found it?" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help asking. 

 

"I'm afraid something special was used." 

 

The eternal King shakes his head and then looks firmly at Ye Chen and others. 

 

"If you leave, I'll deal with these two people and help you delay." 

 

The eternal holy king said categorically that he held the eternal evil place and knew a secret channel that 

could send Ye Chen and others away. 

 



However, the use of this channel will inevitably leave traces, which must be removed after someone 

breaks it. 

 

And this person who is doomed to fight with xuanjiyue, no matter who stays, is doomed to die. 

 

The eternal king decided to sacrifice himself to fight for a way of life for ye Chen and others. 

 

"Eternal blood, heaven secret way!" 

 

The eternal King drank in his mouth, and his heart suddenly split, and several drops of eternal blood flew 

out, turning into fine regular lines in the void and spreading to all directions. 

 

For a time, the eternal and fierce concussion continued, the void appeared a crack, then the void split, 

composed of fine rules of the channel suddenly formed. 

 

"Yonglao, what do you want to do?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart sank, suddenly had a kind of ominous premonition. 

 

"You must leave now. If you don't, it will be too late." 

 

The eternal King's eyes were determined. With a flick of his sleeve robe, a strong force rolled up, and 

directly sent Ye Chen, Yankun, Xuelong, and the huge egg wrapped with Xiaohuang to the special 

passage. 

 

He's going to stay and break the queen! 

 

I'd rather sacrifice myself! 

 

"Yonglao, how can you deal with xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian alone?" 



 

Ye Chen's face changed. He was very clear about the strength of xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian. If those 

two came, the eternal king would surely die. 

 

"Yonglao, I will stay with you and fight with them!" 

 

Yan Kun eyes angry, only feel this special channel, constantly spread strong spatial fluctuations, want to 

send him away. 

 

He tried to resist, do not want to leave, just want to stay, fight happily! 

 

Blood dragon and ye Chen look at each other, and they want to stay, but this place is completely 

controlled by the Eternal Clan, and they can't shake it. They can only watch the eternal King stay alone! 

 

"Although I'm a pair of old bones, it's not so easy for xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian to kill me. You can 

go with peace of mind." 

 

Eternal King sprinkle off a smile, the old hand gently waved, that special channel spreads out the space 

wave of terror. 

 

"Forever old!" 

 

Ye Chen and others yelled, but to no avail. 

 

Finally, ye Chen and others with the rune giant egg, were all transported away. 

 

The passage is gone! 

 

Only leave some light causal breath, lingering. 

 



The eternal holy King's fingers pinched the formula, and a wisp of light came out, erasing all traces of 

cause and effect. 

 

"It's said that Xuanji moon and Emperor Shitian are powerful and powerful. I'd like to see how powerful 

they are today." 

 

The eternal King snorted and left the place slowly with his wine pot. 

 

His lonely back looks a little lonely and solemn and stirring, but his eyes are indifferent, free and easy, 

and he does not put life and death in his eyes. 

 

Soon, the eternal king came to a quiet mountain. 

 

The landscape here is quiet, with a white crane flying in the sky. It is graceful and elegant. Compared 

with other places in the eternal fierce place, there is no fierce blood, only immortal spirit. It is very 

unique. It is a closed place for the eternal holy king. 

 

The eternal king is sitting on the pavilion on the top of the mountain, enjoying himself. 

 

Boom! 

 

However, at this time, the sky above, violently vibrated, opened a crack. 

 

Two great lights came down from the sky. 

 

For a while, the flowers and rain were colorful, the thunder was rumbling, and the emperor's light was 

shining. The magnificent weather appeared above the eternal land. 

 

Two great figures, with the rolling star sky, across the universe of terror, slowly emerged. 

 



Innumerable runes interweave with each other, and the sky and earth seem to be shaking. They all have 

to kneel down at their feet. 

 

It is Xuanji moon and Emperor Shitian! 

 

These two people's breath, is really too terrible, as soon as appears in the eternal fierce place, as if the 

sky sun and moon, shine on the broken mountains and rivers. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen and others left the channel, causal traces have been erased. 

 

Otherwise, under the atmosphere of the two men, all kinds of things can not escape the prying of these 

two people. 

 

The eternal holy King glanced at xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian with a smile. He drank the wine and did 

not speak."The beginning of blood and the smell of those guys are gone! Not even a trace of cause and 

effect 

 

As soon as xuanjiyue's face changed, she suddenly found something strange. 

 

"Senior, where are those guys who just appeared here? Can you tell me a little bit?" 

 

The emperor Shitian looked around and saw nothing. His heart sank slightly, but on the surface, he was 

still calm. He even had a polite smile and asked the eternal king. 

 

"If you leave me, you can't leave yesterday." 

 

"Those who disturb my mind are more worried today." 

 

"Why don't you come all the way for a drink?" 

 



Listening to the emperor Shitian's inquiry, the eternal holy King smiles and does not answer. Instead, he 

sings poems and raises his glass to invite them to drink. 

 

"Old man, where is the beginning of blood, and where have those guys gone?" 

 

Xuanji's eyes were angry, but she was not as good-natured as emperor Shitian. She refused to cooperate 

with the eternal king. She pointed to the divine light and turned the vast fatalistic purple gas into a 

torrent, like a waterfall, rolling down from the sky and killing the eternal king. 

 

"Crape myrtle fatalism! Hehe, how can I, an old man, want the empress to fight like this? " 

 

The old eyes of the eternal king are shining in vain, and the breath of ancient Hongmeng is continuously 

diffused from him. 

 

Whoa! 

 

In an instant, a huge chessboard with 19 vertical and horizontal lines appeared at the foot of the eternal 

holy king. 

 

The texture of the chessboard, like a crack in time and space, covers all the time and space in the sky, 

presenting an extremely mysterious and complex atmosphere. 

 

Hiss! 

 

The fateful torrent of xuanjiyue fell on the chessboard and was engulfed. 

 

The chessboard is like a huge black hole that can devour all existence. 

 

"Thirty three Tianhong Mongolian law, eternal great Luotian! So you old man, you still have this card? " 

 

Xuanjiyue's eyes shrank and her body flew up. 



 

The body of emperor Shitian also flew to the sky. 

 

They only felt that the chessboard was very strange, with a terrible pulling and swallowing force to 

swallow them in. 

 

This is the 33rd Tianhong Mongolian law, which ranks the top of the Evergrande Luotian! 

Chapter 4228 

 

 

 

Legend includes all time and space, all inclusive existence! 

 

That eternal chessboard, even the stars can swallow up! 

 

This is also the biggest card of the eternal king! 

 

To use this method, you need to spend your life and blood essence, and the cost is very high. 

 

On the face of the eternal king, the wrinkles deepen in vain and crisscross like mountains and valleys. 

 

But his eyes, however, became sharp and sharp. 

 

"Eternal freedom, devouring the heavens!" 

 

From the chessboard, the king of chessboard will blow up at the foot of the chessboard! 

 

"Old man, dare you?" 

 



Xuanjiyue snorted, her strength surpasses the eternal King too much, even if the eternal King uses the 

cards, she is not afraid at all. 

 

Boom! 

 

Xuanjiyue's Qi and blood all over her body roared like a volcanic eruption, and her fatalistic purple air 

lingered around her, showing a noble and dignified atmosphere. 

 

Heaven and earth, the universe, only she dominates the fate of others. 

 

No one can make her a chess piece! 

 

In a flash, she was free from the control of the attraction of the chessboard. 

 

"Old master, since you refuse to tell us the beginning of blood and the whereabouts of that man, we are 

merciless." 

 

Emperor Shi Tian's white hair fluttered, and his eyes were filled with imperial Qi and golden light. 

 

He and xuanjiyue looked at each other, and they nodded in tacit agreement. They flew down in the air 

and strode to the top of the mountain. 

 

Boom! 

 

When they stepped on the top of the mountain, the power of terror broke out, and the aura of 

Hongmeng disappeared, and the chessboard was crushed instantly. 

 

And the whole mountain is collapsing, which can't hold back the momentum of xuanjiyue and Emperor 

Shitian. 

 

"Puff!" 



 

The eternal King opened his mouth and spat out blood. His muscles and bones were crushed to pieces, 

and his old skin cracked, and blood and water continued to seep out. 

 

In a flash, the eternal king was seriously wounded. 

 

Even if he used his cards to release the eternal big Luotian, he couldn't stop xuanjiyue and Emperor 

Shitian. 

 

"Old man, where is the answer we need?" 

 

Xuanjiyue asked in a sharp voice. The purple light of her fingers beat as she spoke, and it condensed into 

purple lights, which kept splitting on the eternal holy king. 

 

The eternal king felt paralyzed and very uncomfortable, but he gritted his teeth, but he never opened his 

mouth, let alone yielded. 

 

Guarding the Ye family is the mission of the eternal family, and he will never forget it! 

 

He can never sell Ye Chen! 

 

"Old man, why is it so?" 

 

Emperor Shitian Wensheng persuasion: "as long as you are willing to tell their whereabouts, we can 

release you." 

 

"Ha ha ha." 

 

The eternal king looked up at the sky and laughed, and said: "you Cao's body and name are all 

destroyed, and rivers will flow forever! If you want to kill, why bother? " 

 



"I don't know how to live or die!" 

 

Xuanjiyue looks at the stubborn appearance of the eternal holy king. When she looks at meimou Leidun, 

she pulls out her long sword and wants to kill him with a sword. 

 

"Queen, be calm and don't be impatient." 

 

Emperor Shitian stopped her and said in a deep voice: "the bait at the beginning of blood has been lost. 

If you want to lead out the person behind, you can only find another bait." 

 

Xuanjiyue said: "do you want to take him as bait?" 

 

Emperor Shi Tiandao: "it is, rather than kill him, it is better to take him away first, and then long-term 

consideration." 

 

"Ha ha ha, you want to use me as bait, you dream!" 

 

The eternal King's eyes were resolute, and he turned his hand in vain and struck at his own heavenly 

cover. 

 

"You want to die, old man. Have you asked me?" 

 

Xuanjiyue finger a little, a ray of fatalistic purple light into a rope, completely bound the eternal king. 

 

All of a sudden, the eternal King's hands and feet were bound, unable to move. 

 

A succession of fatalistic purple gas, constantly invading his muscles and bones, his face suddenly 

became very ugly, even breathing became extremely difficult. 

 

Xuanjiyue was just a casual move and completely restrained him. 



 

The gap between the two worlds is so great that there is no possibility of reversion. 

 

"Let's go." 

 

Xuanjiyue looks at the emperor Shitian, tears the void and leaves first. 

 

She thought clearly that the emperor Shitian was right. Instead of killing the eternal holy king, she would 

better catch it as a bait. Even if the blood was lost at the beginning, there would still be a chance to trap 

the reincarnation master of this world! 

 

The emperor's eyes were deep and deep, and his character was much more cautious than xuanjiyue. He 

did not leave immediately, but searched around in the eternal land, hoping to find some clues. 

 

Unfortunately, the eternal King's means are very clean, no trace of cause and effect is left. 

 

"It's a pity." 

 

Emperor Shitian shook his head and had to leave. 

 

The two men's divine power comes, crushing the eternal king, such as crushing mole ants, all these 

pictures, in the sky, but there are two figures staring at.It is Ren Fanfan and ye Lao! 

 

Both of them can see clearly what happened here. 

 

"Xuanjiyue, Emperor Shitian, did not expect that these two people would come at such a price." 

 

Ye Lao touched his beard and narrowed his eyes. He was a little surprised. 

 

"To kill the boy, the two men will do whatever it takes." 



 

Ren Feifan's eyes are indifferent. 

 

Just now the eternal King fell into a desperate situation. Although they had the qualification to stop 

them, they did not start. 

 

Because, they know, this is Ye Chen's robbery! 

 

Only let Ye Chen go through the disaster and suffer the wind and frost, can he really grow up! 

 

If everything depends on them, ye Chen can't be a success. In the future, he will not have the slightest 

chance of winning in the face of those who are really superior. 

 

"Ye Lao, do you think the boy can survive this disaster?" 

 

Ren fan asked with a smile. 

 

He pinched his fingers and shook his head gently: 

 

"it's unpredictable and dangerous. Who can tell?" 

 

"Xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian will surely imitate Xuanyuan moxie's Shishi meeting and use the eternal 

king as bait." 

 

"The eternal king of today is the past heaven and Taoism, pure bait." 

 

Ren feixiao said with a smile: "with that kid's character, he will definitely be hooked." 

 

Ye Lao said with a smile: "ha ha, it depends on Xuan Ji Yue and Emperor Shi Tian, whether they have 

such great ability to catch Ye Chen, a big fish." 



 

…… 

 

At this time, ye Chen, Yankun, Xuelong and others, as well as the rune giant egg, have been transmitted 

outside. 

 

"Big brother, what to do? Yonglao must have something wrong." 

 

Yan Kun looks anxious. 

 

There is no doubt that when Xuanji moon and Emperor Shitian come, the eternal holy king can't resist it, 

and the end is definitely ominous. 

 

The blood dragon sighed and said, "yonglao is also for us. Today he died. After that, we will smash the 

palace of emperor yuan, crush the upper Kingdom and avenge him!" 

 

At the end of the day, the blood dragon's tone showed a shred of edge, and the battle spirit soared. 

 

So far, it is useless to say more, only revenge is the most practical. 

 

"No! He's not dead yet 

 

Ye Chen's eyes congealed, in the dark, caught a trace of heaven's atmosphere. 

 

He felt that there was no end to his eternal majesty. 

 

Still alive! 
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"What, immortality is not dead yet?" 

 

Yan Kun was surprised. 

 

"It's impossible. How can yonglao resist the arrival of Xuanji moon and Emperor Shitian, even if they are 

separated?" 

 

Blood dragon also felt strange. 

 

"Ha ha, the real purpose of xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian is to kill me. I'm not dead. They won't kill 

yonglao." 

 

Ye Chen sneers coldly and guesses the plan of xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian. 

 

"They want to use yonglao as a bait to imitate Xuanyuan moxie's killing division meeting and draw you 

on?" 

 

Yan Kun's eyes lit up and he guessed. 

 

The plan of xuanjiyue and the emperor Shitian is absolutely scheming, and anyone can see it. 

 

However, this is a conspiracy Ye Chen will not escape. 

 

Along the way, ye Chen has long regarded the eternal king as an elder. 

 

Now, the eternal king because of them. 

 

No matter what, he will save the eternal king! 

 



Even if you know it is a trap, knowing that there are Xuanji moon and Emperor Shitian standing behind, 

ye Chen will not shrink back! 

 

"At that time, I resolutely set foot on the Tiandao palace. Today, xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian tried to 

murder me. Why am I afraid of Ye Chen?" 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fist with a strong sense of war in his eyes. 

 

"Big brother, if yonglao is really taken away, it is not easy for us to save him?" 

 

Yan Kun's face sank. 

 

The strength of xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian is much more terrible than Xuanyuan's moxie. There are 

two people sitting in the town. Ye Chen wants to save people, and it's hard to compare them to heaven. 

 

Wen Yan, ye Chen eyes in the war, slightly cold, deep in thought. 

 

Yan Kun is right. Xuanjiyue and Emperor Shitian have extremely terrible strength. It is almost impossible 

to save people under them. 

 

Ye Chen is staring at the rune giant egg. If there is Xiao Huang's help, he may not be so passive. 

 

But now, Xiao Huang is not broken, he needs to wait. 

 

"I want to improve my strength as soon as possible!" 

 

Ye Chen bit his teeth, just waiting is not good. 

 

He must find ways to make himself strong, so that he can be sure to save the eternal king. 

 



This time, more than ever, he is eager to be stronger! 

 

Because the enemy we are facing this time is more powerful than ever! 

 

…… 

 

At this time, xuanjiyue and the emperor Shitian have returned to the depth of the palace with the 

eternal holy king. 

 

The bonds of the eternal king have been untied. 

 

But he didn't feel relaxed. 

 

The pressure is still huge! 

 

Looking around, there are many red lotus flowers blooming in the void. 

 

A trace of the vast divine power, from all directions surging. 

 

"Tiangong five treasures, red lotus, Purple Palace! Emperor Shitian, do you think highly of me? Need to 

bring me to a place like this? " 

 

The eternal King sneered. His eyes were fierce, and he recognized that this was the gate of the core of 

the palace of emperor yuan and the secret place of the palace of red lotus and purple gold. 

 

"Senior, your head is very valuable. I should be careful." 

 

With a smile and a little finger, the emperor Shitian has a series of purple gold divine lights emerging 

between heaven and earth, and countless red lotus flowers float, forming a unique array on the ground. 

 



"This red lotus God array, please go in and have a rest." 

 

The emperor interprets the sky sleeve robe lightly, and sends the eternal holy king into the array eye. 

 

Whoa! 

 

As soon as the eternal King entered the battle, he immediately felt the fire of the industry, and the red 

lotus blossomed all around him. His whole body was burning with burning pain, and he was almost 

about to crack. 

 

"This yin-yang man is more hateful than xuanjiyue!" 

 

The eternal holy king looked at the indisputable face of emperor Shitian and bit his teeth. He tried to 

endure the pain and did not soften his mouth. 

 

Emperor Shi Tian said politely, but he was not vague when he started. 

 

The red lotus God array is the best array contained in the red lotus Purple Palace. It has the great 

atmosphere of burning the body and destroying the world. If ordinary people come here, I'm afraid they 

will not be able to stand it. They should kneel down and beg for mercy. 

 

The eternal King sat cross legged, closed his eyes and took good luck. He only felt as if he had fallen into 

the magma. 

 

Xuanjiyue glanced at the eternal holy king and said to the emperor, "man has caught hold of him. What 

are you going to do?" 

 

The emperor Shitian said with a smile: "the bait is in hand. Naturally, it's to fish. I intend to announce 

that in a hundred days' time, I will execute the remaining evils of the Eternal Clan, kill the eternal holy 

king, and hold a banquet to invite guests to drink the eternal blood. This is called the" slaughtering Saint 

assembly. " 

 



Xuanjiyue laughed and said, "what a slaughter meeting! However, in case the Lord of reincarnation has 

never been... " 

 

The emperor explained the way of heaven: "my emperor yuan hall is no longer the former emperor 

yuan hall. What is the reincarnation master who has not yet completely grown up? Even if the Lord of 

reincarnation comes, I will let him never come back! " 

 

Xuanji Yue snorted and said, "although that's the case, I'm afraid that boy doesn't dare to come.""He will 

come, absolutely." 

 

Xuanjiyue said: "well, you send out the invitation card, inform all the people outside the country, and 

invite the distinguished guests to participate in the grand meeting. If necessary, I can send" the end of 

the earth "to assist you 

 

Emperor Shitian said: "no, if that boy dares to come, he can't escape from the palace of emperor yuan!" 

 

There was a trace of murderous air in his eyes as he spoke. 

 

Now he and xuanjiyue are determined to wipe out the man in the dark completely and no longer rely on 

other forces. If the reincarnation Lord really dares to come, they will use the most terrible means to 

break them into pieces! 

 

…… 

 

Once sent out the invitation letter, a piece of invitation card, sent out from the palace of emperor yuan. 

 

News of the assembly soon spread abroad. 

 

A lot of big names have been invited. 

 

"The butcher's assembly?" 

 



"Kill the remaining evils of the eternal family and drink the eternal blood together?" 

 

"What Does emperor yuan Temple want to do? It's just a person who lives on forever. It needs such a 

big move?" 

 

Many people talk about the name of eternal people, many people have heard of it! 

 

In ancient times, it was an extremely mysterious people. 

 

However, compared with the power of emperor yuan temple and Emperor Shitian, what eternal holy 

king is totally worthless. 

 

Now, with such a big move in the emperor yuan hall, many people want to hold a slaughtering 

ceremony in a hundred days' time. Many people are confused and can't figure out the joints behind 

them. 

 

But since the emperor yuan hall invited, naturally, there will not be many people to refuse. 

 

After all, Emperor Shitian's face still needs to be given. 

 

…… 

 

The hall of subduing demons. 

 

The news of the butcher's meeting also reached here. 

 

"The emperor Shitian really wants to imitate Xuanyuan ink evil!" 

 

Ye Chen is very angry when he hears the news. 

 



Sure enough, he was right. 

 

He wants to be trapped by the emperor. 

 

This is not a conspiracy, this is a conspiracy on the surface! 

 

Anyone can see through it at a glance! 

 

At that time, ye Chen won a complete victory in the assembly of killing teachers in Tiandao palace. 

 

But this time, the opponent is not Xuan Yuan Mo Xie, but emperor Shi Tian! 

 

And xuanjiyue! 

 

The place of the assembly is not the temple of heaven, but the palace of emperor yuan! 
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Moreover, this time, ye Chen did not have such a powerful ally as Mo Xueming. 

 

It can be predicted that he will not have the same good luck as before. 

 

If you don't have enough strength, you will die if you step on the temple of God. 

 

Yan Kun and blood dragon know the news, the face is also very dignified. 

 

"Bloody emperor, good way to kill people 

 



Yan Kun bit his teeth and wanted to kill the temple of God, kill the emperor, and save the eternal king. 

 

But with the strength of the people now, it is almost impossible to save the eternal king. 

 

"Master, I want to go to mielong cliff." 

 

Suddenly, the Dragon opened his mouth. 

 

Now Xiaohuang's giant egg, there is no sign of metamorphosis. 

 

To save the eternal king, he must be strong! 

 

He wants to go to mielong cliff! 

 

At the beginning, the eternal King told him that the mielong cliff was the death place of the dragon 

family, and even the strong guard of the ancestral dragon temple. 

 

But anyway, he wanted to try. 

 

At present, only go to mielong cliff to experience, strength can be improved! 

 

"Mielong Cliff I'll go too! " 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed. He knew that he had only one hundred days. In these 100 days, he had to break 

through the realm of mending heaven and even heaven and earth! 

 

He and the blood dragon are the community, and the Dragon killing cliff is the opportunity of the blood 

dragon, and it is also his chance. 

 

If a breakthrough can be made, the assurance of saving the eternal king will be greatly enhanced. 



 

"Master, are you going too?" 

 

Blood dragon is a little bit unexpected, but also a little expectant. 

 

If he goes to mielong cliff alone, he may be very lonely. 

 

Chen, with all his confidence, is difficult to win! 

 

"Yes, your chance is mine. I can't miss it." 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fist, only one hundred days left. He didn't want to miss any chance to become 

stronger! 

 

"Big brother, I'll go too!" 

 

Yan Kun suddenly opened his mouth, and his eyes were full of fighting spirit. 

 

He also wants to go to mielong cliff! 

 

It is said that the place of mielong cliff is very dangerous. If you enter it, it is almost a life of death. 

 

But he didn't care. 

 

Just want to live and die with Ye Chen! 

 

"Yan Kun, do you want to join the fun?" 

 

The blood dragon glanced at Yan Kun. 



 

"Call me Pangu emperor!" 

 

Yan Kun's heroic spirit is dry, and he has no intention of withdrawing. 

 

Ye Chen laughed and said, "good! Then the three of us will go to mielong cliff to break through! " 

 

Blood Dragon said: "if you never go back..." 

 

Ye Chen said, "I will never go back!" 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, in a mysterious place. 

 

A beautiful figure, a sword in one hand, a letter in the other hand. 

 

When she finished reading the letter, her face suddenly changed. 

 

"Emperor Shitian, xuanjiyue, do you want to trap Ye Chen?" 

 

This beautiful figure is Wei Ying. 

 

She also received the news of the butcher's meeting, and she was extremely angry. 

 

She knew very well that ye Chen would definitely go to the slaughtering meeting. 

 

With Ye Chen's character, it is impossible to shrink back! 

 



She doesn't want Ye Chen to have an accident! 

 

"You want to help him?" 

 

Su Mo Han on one side opened his mouth gently. 

 

She had brought Wei Ying to this secret place to practice. 

 

In this secret place, Wei Ying has killed numerous monsters and beasts, and countless strong men. Her 

strength has made rapid progress and has a bright future. 

 

If Wei Ying dares to go to the palace of emperor yuan a hundred days later, I'm afraid it will be a lot of 

bad luck. 

 

"That's right. I know that guy's temper. He knows it's a trap. He won't flinch. I can't watch him die." 

 

Wei Ying's eyes are firm. She only hopes to help Ye Chen at the butcher's meeting. 

 

The enemy Ye Chen has to face this time is much more terrible than Xuanyuan ink evil. It is simply 

invincible. 

 

In any case, she can't sit back and watch. 

 

"Well, you have to step up your practice." 

 

Su Mo Han sighed a little and didn't stop him. 

 

Because, she is very clear, oneself is unable to stop Wei Ying. 

 



For today's plan, only let Wei Ying improve her strength as soon as possible. In this way, when the Tu 

Sheng assembly begins, she will at least have the strength to protect her life. 

 

…… 

 

On the other side, ye Chen, Yankun and Xuelong tear up the void and arrive near mielong cliff. 

 

At present, there is a straight and steep cliff, covered with a layer of fog like black gas, nothing can be 

seen clearly. 

 

Only vaguely see, there is a temple on the mountain, simple and desolate, with a majestic atmosphere! 

 

Here, as expected, there are strong guardians of ZuLong temple. 

 

At the entrance to the foot of mielongya mountain, there is a strong man with armor, a sword on his 

waist and a dragon horn on his forehead. He is obviously a guard here. No one is allowed to step on 

it."Master, I feel that there is a huge prohibition on the other side of mielong cliff. If you want to enter, 

you need to break the prohibition first." 

 

Blood dragon's eyes are dignified. 

 

He, ye Chen and Yan Kun were all hiding near the mielong cliff without stepping in. 

 

The blood dragon sensed that there was a strong breath from the beginning! 

 

The guardian of mielong cliff has a strong breath, so you can't fight against it. 

 

In addition, the blood dragon also sensed a wave of prohibition. 

 

Mielong cliff is forbidden and blocked! 



 

If you want to step in, you must first break the prohibition! 

 

But the problem is that there are people guarding the entrance at the foot of the mountain. If you want 

to open the ban, you must first lead people away. 

 

"How long does it take you to break the ban?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned and asked. 

 

"If I join hands with Yankun, the three rest time is enough to break the prohibition, but some people 

stay there and can't pass." 

 

The blood dragon shook his head, only felt very difficult. 

 

The eternal holy king is right. Mielong cliff is indeed the death place of the dragon family. The breath of 

the guardian is too terrible. If you break into it, you will die. 

 

"Three rest time? All right, I'll get the people away 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkled and a decision was made in his heart. 

 

"Master, never, it's too dangerous!" 

 

The face of the blood dragon changed. The guard's breath was too strong. If something happened, ye 

Chen might not be able to survive. 

 

"Big brother, be careful. Let's think about it again." 

 

Yan Kun also felt too dangerous, once Ye Chen had an accident, he really did not know what to do. 



 

"It's OK. I'm confident!" 

 

Ye Chen has a burst of blood in his heart. Although he also feels great danger, he sees a ray of good 

omen. 

 

So he decided to try! 

 

As long as the guardian is drawn away, you can step into mielong cliff. 

 

After saying that, ye Chen did not wait for the blood dragon and Yan Kun to react, then strode out. 

 

"Master 

 

"Big brother!" 

 

Blood dragon and Yan Kun's eyes are shocked, only afraid of Ye Chen's accident. 

 

Ye Chen waved his hand to show them not to be nervous. 

 

Then, ye Chen step by step forward, appeared in the guardian's line of sight. 

 

"The forbidden area of mielong cliff. People without permission are not allowed to get close to it. Go 

back quickly." 

 

The guardian's hand pressed on the handle of the knife with a stern tone and fierce eyes. 

 

But he didn't do it. 

 



Even the voice of his voice was not murderous, just crisp. 

 

Because, he is just a guardian, not a slayer. 

 

He is responsible for guarding the place from outsiders. 

 

"I want to go in and have a look. Can you do me a favor?" 

 

Ye Chen smiles and approaches the guardian step by step. 

 


